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Roller blinds offer both welcome shade in
the summer and insulation in the winter.
With technical advances in fabric and
control, roller blinds add versatility and
simple elegance to any interior settings.
Venluree has an extensive range of
inspiring fabrics for shade and heat
control or designs and texture to
compliment your interior décor.
Venluree roller blinds are provided with
colour coordinated bottom rails, control
chains and control mechanisms easily
automated with Somfy automation systems
for effortless control at the touch of a button.
Combinations of fabrics are available
with dual blind systems, giving you privacy
and shade control all in the one system.
Simple manual controls for precise height
adjustment or available with motorised
control boxes

BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS

For total privacy and light control, Blockout
Roller Blinds can be adapted to a number
of environments to achieve complete control
with accuracy and simplicity. Fabrics can be
supplied with a thermal foam coating on the
back to give better insulation qualities.
TRANSLUCENT

Translucent fabric is an opaque style of fabric that
lets transfused light in to the room. As it is not an
open weave so gives a degree of privacy at night.
SUN FILTER

Gives you the best of both worlds, allowing
you to reduce heat, glare and fading while
preserving your view and privacy.
When not required they roll discreetly away.
FEATURES

Tube sizes of 45mm, 45HDmm, 60mm
Double brackets to accommodate both blockout
& sunfilter blinds on one system
Intermediate brackets for joint control
Softlift mechanisms to help with lift
Plastic & metal chain available in a various lengths
Control mechanisms, brackets & rails in a range of
colours to compliment or match fabric or joinery
Fabric cut on an automated ultrasonic cutting
table for exact squareness

sales@venluree.co.nz

Whatever window,
we’ve got it covered.
Now in your area.
Call our toll free number
for your local consultant

